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Key Points:8

• A three-dimensional full seismic waveform model of Central and Southern Mex-9

ico for 5–50 s periods was constructed via adjoint methods10

• The shear wave velocity model indicated two continuous anomalies in the shal-11

low upper mantle and the lower crust12

• These anomalies were associated with the ultra-slow seismic velocity zones and13

the high conductivity regions where slow earthquakes have been identified.14
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Abstract15

The Mexican subduction zone is a complex convergent margin characterized by a slab16

with an unusual morphology, an abnormal location of the volcanic arc, and the existence17

of slow earthquakes (slow slip events and tectonic tremors). The number of seismic imag-18

ing studies of the Mexican subduction zone has increased over the past decade. These19

studies have revealed the seismic wave velocity structure beneath Central and Southern20

Mexico. However, the existing tomographic models are either confined to specific areas21

or have coarse resolution. As a consequence, they do not capture the lateral and finer-22

scale variations in the mantle and the crust structure. Here, we fit frequency-dependent23

traveltime differences between observed and synthetic seismograms in a three-dimensional24

model of Central and Southern Mexico to constrain crustal and upper mantle seismic25

velocity structures jointly. We use ∼3,300 seismic records, filtered between 5 and 50 s,26

from 74 regional earthquakes. We perform point spread function tests to assess the res-27

olution and trade-offs between model parameters. Our tomographic model reveals sev-28

eral seismic wave velocity features. These features include the geometry of the Cocos slab,29

the partial melting zone beneath the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt, and the Yucatan slab30

diving below Los Tuxtlas Volcanic Field that are consistent with previous studies. We31

also identify horizontal structures in the lower crust and the shallow upper mantle that32

were not previously identified. These structures include slow seismic wave velocity anoma-33

lies that may be correlated with ultra-slow seismic velocity zones and high conductiv-34

ity regions, where slow earthquakes have been identified.35

1 Introduction36

Along the Middle American Trench (MAT), the Cocos Plate subducts beneath the37

North American Plate producing large seismic events, slow slip events (SSE), tectonic38

tremors (TT) and an unusual orientation of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB)39

(Manea et al., 2013); (Fig. 1). The subducting Cocos slab is complex due to the vari-40

ability in age, the convergence rate and dip angle along the MAT. Pardo and Suárez (1995)41

first described the unusual sub-horizontal subduction beneath Central Mexico based on42

relocated hypocenters of local and regional earthquakes. They were unable to determine43

the geometry of the slab beneath the TMVB, however, due to the scarce seismicity in44

this region.45

To improve understanding of the subduction of the Cocos plate under the North46

American Plate, new temporal seismic networks were deployed in Mexico. As a result,47

new crust and upper mantle models were obtained by different seismological method-48

ologies. In Central Mexico, teleseismic converted phases studies (Pérez-Campos et al.,49

2008; Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010, 2012) and seismic tomography studies (Husker50

& Davis, 2009; Iglesias et al., 2010; Huesca-Pérez & Husker, 2012) presented the first im-51

age of the Cocos slab, which showed that the slab dives horizontally for ∼250 km from52

the MAT. Simultaneously, Husker and Davis (2009) presented a P-wave tomography of53

the subducted Cocos slab underneath the TMVB. They found that the slab plunges into54

the mantle just below the TMVB with an angle of ∼75◦. Moreover, they observed that55

the high-velocity anomaly associated with the slab continues to a depth of ∼450 km, which56

supports the slab detachment hypothesis by Ferrari (2004). Based on surface wave to-57

mography, Iglesias et al. (2010) determined the S-wave velocity structure of the Cocos58

slab. They observed a low-velocity zone below the active part of the TMVB that is as-59

sociated with the mantle wedge. This low-velocity zone can be attributed to a high-attenuation60

lower-crust region (Chen & Clayton, 2009), which correlates with the low-resistivity re-61

gion obtained by Jödicke et al. (2006). On the other hand, Chen and Clayton (2012) im-62

aged the slab geometry near the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, in Southern Mexico. They re-63

ported two dipping high-velocity anomalies. One of them associated with the Cocos slab,64

which subducts northward with a dip angle of about 30◦ to 35◦. The other anomaly subducts65

southward from the Gulf of Mexico and is associated with the Yucatan slab that was pro-66
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Figure 1. Tectonic setting of Central and Southern Mexico. The red square delimits the

area of study. The depth contours show the depth to the top of the subducted slab (Hayes et

al., 2018). The red shaded regions show the locations of tectonic tremors (TT) that have been

found in previous studies (Huesca-Pérez & Husker, 2012; Brudzinski et al., 2010). The blue out-

lines indicate the slow slip event (SSE) regions (Graham et al., 2015; Radiguet et al., 2012). The

cyan bars indicate the regions of high conductivity (from Jödicke et al. (2006)). The volcanic

provinces, Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB) and Los Tuxtlas Volcanic Field (LTVF) are

delimited in orange outlines, and the locations of volcanoes are indicated by orange triangles

(www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazard). EPR: East Pacific Rise; RFZ: Rivera Fracture Zone; OFZ: Orozco

Fracture Zone; TR: Tehuantepec Ridge.

duced by the collision of the Yucatan block with Mexico during the Miocene (Kim et al.,67

2011).68

Apart from the unusual subduction geometry beneath Mexico, occurrences of slow69

slip events (SSEs) and tectonic tremors (TTs) along the subduction zone have been ob-70

served (Graham et al., 2015; Radiguet et al., 2012; Huesca-Pérez & Husker, 2012; Brudzin-71

ski et al., 2010). In general, most SSE and TT events occur at transitions in frictional72

properties from stick slip to stable sliding. To date, SSEs and TTs have been located in73

isolated places (Figure 1). In Central Mexico, SSEs extend about 150 km inland from74

the coast, and in Southern Mexico, they are limited within 125 km near to Oaxaca (Radiguet75

et al., 2012). The locations of TTs are concentrated in two clusters along dip in Cen-76

tral Mexico: the up-dip cluster in the transition zone and the down-dip cluster, often called77
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the “sweet spot” (Villafuerte & Cruz-Atienza, 2017). In Southern Mexico, TT activity78

is close to the down-dip end of the slow-slip zone beneath Oaxaca (Brudzinski et al., 2010).79

The triggering mechanisms of SSEs and TTs are not yet well understood, but one80

mechanism that may be common to both is the presence of fluids (Schwartz & Rokosky,81

2007). In Mexico, the location of SSEs has been associated with the existence of an ultra-82

slow velocity layer (USL) on top of the Cocos slab. This layer is related to the hydrated83

oceanic crust, originating a high-pore-fluid pressure zone (Song et al., 2009). The TTs84

are correlated with the fluids released from the Cocos slab, that interact with the lower85

continental crust (Manea et al., 2013; Brudzinski et al., 2010).86

In summary, the complex morphology of the Cocos slab and the presence of slow87

earthquakes (SSEs and TTs) make this region one of the most studied in Mexico. Even88

though the number of studies of the seismic wave velocity structure in Central and South-89

ern Mexico has increased in the past decade (Castellanos et al., 2018; Spica et al., 2016;90

Chen & Clayton, 2012), these studies have all utilized a specific part of the seismic record-91

ings (body or surface waves), which constraints the seismic wave velocity model to a par-92

ticular type of seismic waves. In this study, we improve the resolution of the tomographic93

models beneath Central and Southern Mexico by applying full-waveform inversion, which94

allows us to exploit the full seismic record. We are therefore able to capture the lateral95

and finer-scale variations of the shallow upper mantle and crust structure, leading to clearer96

understanding of newly identified anomalies.97

2 Data98

We used data from three different networks (Fig. 2): MASE (Meso America Sub-99

duction Experiment), a temporary network of 100 stations operated from 2005 to 2007,100

extended perpendicularly from the trench passing through Acapulco, Mexico City and101

Tampico; VEOX (Veracruz Oxaca line), another temporary network of 45 stations lo-102

cated near to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and operated from 2007 to 2009; Servicio Sis-103

mológico Nacional (SSN), a permanent Mexican seismic network distributed along Cen-104

tral and Southern Mexico. In this study, we analyzed 74 earthquakes distributed along105

the modeling area, with magnitudes, Mw, ranging from 4.5 to 5.5 (Fig. 2). We selected106

earthquakes that were simultaneously recorded from two seismic networks, either MASE107

- SSN or VEOX - SSN, which optimized the number of recordings per earthquake. With108

a maximum number of stations of 67 and a minimum of 15, the complete data set for109

this study contains more that 3,300 three-component waveforms.110

The earthquakes were modelled as point sources. For each earthquake, we retrieved111

the origin time, the hypocentre and the moment tensor from the Servicio Sismológico112

Nacional (SSN) catalog. We performed several tests to determine the optimal source time113

function and the moment tensor accuracy for every earthquake.114

3 Methods115

To retrieve a new three-dimensional (3D) model of Central and Southern Mexico,116

we applied Full-Waveform Inversion (Tarantola, 1984; Fichtner et al., 2009; Tape et al.,117

2010; Simutė et al., 2016). Further details regarding the forward modeling, initial model,118

data selection, misfit function, and the inverse problem are provided in the following sec-119

tion.120

3.1 Initial Model and Forward Modeling121

Our 3D initial model, M00, was built based on a previous study of surface wave122

tomography by Spica et al. (2016). The model was parametrized in terms of shear wave123

velocity, β, compressional wave velocity, α, and density, ρ. We then assumed a constant124
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α/β ratio of 1.73 for the whole model and determined the density from the compressional125

wave velocity (Gardner et al., 1974). The model parameters were smoothed by a Gaus-126

sian function with a radius of 15 km to facilitate their representation in the discrete grid127

(Figures S1 and S2). The modeling area dimensions are from 16◦ to 21◦N and -102◦ to128

-94◦E (Fig. 1).129

Shown in Figures S1 and S2 in the supporting information, we plotted vertical cross-130

sections and map views of the initial velocity model, M00. In Figure S1, the initial ve-131

locity model is close to a 1D velocity model with two layers, which vary smoothly in the132

vertical direction. The map views of the initial velocity model (Figure S2) describe the133

long-wavelength lateral structure of compressional wave velocity α and shear wave ve-134

locity β.135

17°N

18°N

19°N

20°N

101°W 100°W 99°W 98°W 97°W 96°W 95°W

0 100 200

km

10.000

20.000

40.000

50.000

70.000

100.000

130.000

200.000

Figure 2. Area of study. The black dashed lines indicate isodepths to the top of the sub-

ducted slab (Hayes et al., 2018). The inverted triangles show the locations of the stations used

in this study: MASE array (magenta), VEOX array (yellow), and SSN network (blue). The cyan

dots indicate the earthquake epicenters employed in the inversion. The TMVB is delimited in

red, and red triangles show the locations of volcanoes.

For the forward modeling, we implemented elastic wave propagation by a finite-136

difference time domain code with a fourth-order scheme in space and a second-order scheme137

in time for computational efficiency (Martin & Komatitsch, 2009; Kristek et al., 2002;138

Moczo et al., 2002; Hicks, 2002; Pitarka, 1999). The simulation model has a spatial grid139

size of 568 X 364 X 96 with a grid spacing of 1.5 km, resulting in 10 nodes per minimum140

wavelength. This finer discretization ensured that the numerical errors were negligible141

compared to the differences between the observed and the synthetic data. The period142

range for the wave simulations and inversion was from 5 to 50s.143
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3.2 Inverse problem144

To solve the inverse problem, we employed adjoint methods, which allowed us to145

compute the gradient of any misfit function in a efficient way. This technique was suc-146

cessfully applied at many different scales in exploration seismology (Luo & Schuster, 1991;147

Pratt et al., 1998; Virieux & Operto, 2009), regional and global seismology (Fichtner et148

al., 2009; Simutė et al., 2016; Bozdağ et al., 2016).149

3.2.1 Selection of time windows and misfit measures150

To compute the gradient, we define a suitable misfit function to avoid nonlinear-151

ities, which may occur when we assimilate the observed data. We followed a two-step152

procedure to quantify the difference between the observed and synthetic data. In the first153

step, we employed an automated algorithm PYFLEX (Krischer & Casarotti, 2015; Maggi154

et al., 2009) that is a python-based workflow window selection. The objective of PYFLEX155

is to find a suitable time window within which there is a waveform similarity (amplitude156

and phase) between the observed and synthetic data. PYFLEX requires several user pa-157

rameters which have to be adjusted for a given data set. The window selection algorithm158

was applied to the three components to assimilate body waves and surface waves. To en-159

sure the misfit measurements quality, we used a conservative window acceptance crite-160

rion, selecting high values of acceptance for the window selection algorithm’s parame-161

ters. The selection of windows was performed at each iteration so that the number of162

windows evolves during the inversion. For a detailed description of the PYFLEX param-163

eters involved in this study we refer to Table S1 in the supporting information.164

In the second step to quantify the difference between the observed and synthetic165

data, we quantified the misfit within the windows. We consider two different misfits ac-166

cording to the type of waveform and window length: a traveltime difference (Luo & Schus-167

ter, 1991),168

FT
i (m) =

[
∆Ti(m)

σi

]
, (1)

and a frequency-dependent traveltime (Tape et al., 2010),169

FT
i (m) =

∫ ∞
−∞

hi(w)

Hi

[
∆Ti(w,m)

σi

]
dw, (2)

where m is a model vector, ∆Ti(w,m) = T obs
i (w)−Ti(w,m) and ∆Ti(m) = T obs

i −170

Ti(m) denote the traveltime difference frequency-dependent and frequency-independent,171

respectively. The traveltime measurements, Ti(w,m), are computed using a multi-taper172

method (Percival et al., 1993), and hi(w) is a frequency domain window which is nor-173

malized with a constant, Hi =
∫∞
−∞ hi(w)dw, (Tape et al., 2010). In the case of a frequency-174

independent measurements, ∆Ti(m), is a cross-correlation travel time difference. For both175

misfits we have to compute the uncertainty, σi, associated with each window i. We fol-176

lowed Tape et al. (2010, Appendix A) to estimate σi. To stabilize equation (1) and equa-177

tion (2) when σi becomes very small, we have to define a minimum value, σ0, such that178

σi ≥ σ0. For this work, we selected σ0 = 1 s, to include possible uncertainties in the179

source parameters (hypocenter or origin time).180

3.2.2 Optimization Method181

Once we computed the forward simulations, misfit function and adjoint source, we182

calculated the gradient employing adjoint techniques (e.g., Tarantola, 1984; Tromp et183

al., 2005). To reduce the misfit, we performed 19 iterations using the quasi-Newton method184
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L-BFGS, which is based on a low-dimensional quadratic model of the misfit function,185

resulting in faster convergence to the minimum (Liu & Nocedal, 1989; Modrak & Tromp,186

2016). To avoid cycle skipping and a local minimum, we followed a multi-scale approach187

(Bunks et al., 1995) that consisted of gradually increasing the range of the period band.188

We started with long periods between 10 to 50 s. Then, we performed several iterations189

until we reached a minimum in the misfit function. In the next stage, we increased the190

period band once again from 7 to 50 s, and finally 5 to 50 s. In each period band we restarted191

the L-BFGS algorithm.192

3.2.3 Line search and Model Update193

To update the velocity model in every iteration, we perform a line search to find194

the step length, γ, such that the updated model m+γp satisfies the decrease and cur-195

vature conditions (Wolfe conditions) (Nocedal & Wright, 2006), where m is the current196

model and p the search direction (gradient). The L-BFGS algorithm with proper ini-197

tialization returns a well-scaled search direction, where a step length, γ = 1, is an ap-198

propriate first approximation. Most of the time, through the inversion, a unit step length199

satisfies the decrease and the curvature conditions. When that is not the case, we have200

to perform one or more trial steps. In this study, we perform a backtracking line search201

(Modrak & Tromp, 2016), which allows us to compute subsequent trial steps by inter-202

polating backwards, towards zero, within the unit interval. To do the interpolation, we203

use the quadratic and cubic interpolation algorithms given by Nocedal and Wright (2006).204

In general, traveltime measurements are more sensitive to wave velocity than den-205

sity which is usually constrained by normal modes (Ishii & Tromp, 1999). Thus, in our206

inversion, we updated the compressional wave velocity, α, and the shear wave velocity,207

β. We used a scaling relationship between the relative perturbation in density, δlnρ, and208

the relative shear wave velocity perturbation, δlnβ, to update density:209

δlnρ = 0.2 δlnβ. (3)

This scaling factor of 0.2 was suitable for the study area and remained in the as-210

sumed range of validity within the Earth from -0.1 to 0.3 (see e.g., Karato & Karki, 2001;211

Simmons et al., 2009; Moulik & Ekström, 2016).212

3.2.4 Regularization213

In adjoint tomography, we do not include a regularization term in the misfit func-214

tion. Instead, we smoothed the gradient in every iteration via convolution with a 3D Gaus-215

sian function, which may be considered as a regularization procedure (Tape et al., 2010).216

In this study, we employed a 3D Gaussian function with different radius in the horizon-217

tal and vertical directions. The radius of the Gaussian function was defined by the min-218

imum resolvable wavelength for each period band in the multi-scale approach. For the219

initial stage of the inversion, we chose a conservative 3D Gaussian function with a ∼25220

km radius to smooth the misfit gradient. By conservative, we mean that the Gaussian221

function’s diameter is larger than the minimum resolvable wavelength for this initial stage.222

The radius is gradually decreased from ∼25 km to ∼15 km as we include shorter peri-223

ods in the data, resulting in small scale features contained in the misfit gradient.224

4 Results225

After performing 19 iterations, we obtained a new model for Central and South-226

ern Mexico. We present our new model, M19 = [ρ,α,β]19, on both absolute and rel-227

ative scales. The relative scale is represented by the model update, ln(M19/M00), rep-228

resenting element-by-element operations. Given that the first order approximation of the229
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natural logarithm is the formula for a percent difference, δln(α) ≡ ln(α19/α00) ≈ α19−α00

α00
,230

this is the presentation of the tomographic model as a relative perturbation from the ref-231

erence model (M00). The absolute scale is represented by M19, which describes the shear232

wave velocity, β, and the compressional wave velocity, α, in units of km s−1.233

In Figure 3, we show the relative perturbations in the compressional and shear wave234

velocities at different profiles. The compressional wave velocity results show strong het-235

erogeneities, reaching relative perturbations from −4% to 6% . We identified a positive236

anomaly in each profile, that dipped northeast from the coast. Specifically, in the B-B’237

profile, the high-velocity structure is sub-horizontal, with an extension of 200 km from238

the coast. In the same profile, we observed a shallow negative anomaly with a varying239

thickness, that increased in depth towards the northeast. For E-E’ and F-F’ profiles, two240

important structures with high compressional velocity we identified, one dipping north-241

east from the Pacific coast and the other close to the Gulf of Mexico and is dipping south-242

west.243

The shear wave velocity results exhibit a great variation across the study area, with244

relative velocity perturbations ranging −13% to 11%. We clearly observed two impor-245

tant anomalies in B-B’ and D-D’ profiles. The first anomaly is a sub-horizontal high-velocity246

structure, extending 200 km from the coast. The second anomaly is a shallow low-velocity247

perturbation with a variable thickness, that increases towards the northeast.248

In Figure 4, we show map views of relative compressional and shear wave veloc-249

ity perturbations at different depths. We label the important features observed in ev-250

ery cross section. In the lower crust (35 km depth), we identified a low-velocity anomaly251

parallel to the MAT in the compressional wave velocity perturbations (labeled A), which252

is ∼200 km away from the trench. This negative anomaly is located where the horizon-253

tal subduction occurs, with a lateral extent of ∼600 km from the western part of Guer-254

rero to Oaxaca. In the upper mantle (45 and 60 km depth), we observed the same low-255

velocity anomaly but now it is fragmented in three structures (labeled A1, A2 and A3)256

and where the magnitude of the perturbations decreases with depth.257

We identified four important shear wave velocity features at different depths (Fig-258

ure. 4). In the lower crust (35 km depth), two strong low-velocity perturbations are ob-259

served (V1 and V2). These anomalies are correlated in location with those observed in260

the compressional wave velocity perturbations (A1, A3), which are associated with a high261

conductivity zone and the location of TT’s (Husker et al., 2019; Payero et al., 2008; Jödicke262

et al., 2006). There is another weak low-velocity anomaly located in the boundary be-263

tween Oaxaca and Veracruz (labeled VB). This anomaly is vertically continuous from264

the surface to the lower crust where its magnitude decreases with depth. Finally, T1 is265

a low-velocity anomaly continuous throughout the entire depth range of our model, ex-266

tending along the TMVB near Mexico City.267

4.1 Resolution Analysis268

Checkerboard tests to estimate the resolution of the tomographic inversion are stan-269

dard in seismic traveltime tomography. However, for 3D Full-Waveform Inversion (FWI)270

is computationally expensive because the same number of iterations as in actual struc-271

tural inversion have to be performed. To alleviate this problem, Zhu et al. (2015); Luo272

et al. (2013); Tape et al. (2010) successfully performed such experiments in two dimen-273

sions (2D). They deduced that the resolution is controlled by the ray coverage, as we might274

expect. A reasonably good approximation of the resolution is the ray density map (Luo275

et al., 2013). On the other hand, to estimate the quality of the models and the trade-276

off between parameters, we perform the point spread function test (PSF) proposed by277

Fichtner and Trampert (2011). To perform the PSF test, we used a finite-difference ap-278

proximation to compute the action of the Hessian on the localized model perturbation,279
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Hδm ≈ g(m + δm) − g(m), (4)

where H denotes the Hessian and δm refers to a localized model perturbation with280

respect to the current model, m. Therefore, we have to evaluate the gradient, g, for both281

models, m and m+δm, an operation that requires only two gradient calculations. Be-282

cause, we already have the gradient for g(m) from the last iteration in the inversion, we283

only have to compute the gradient for the localized perturbation, g(m+δm). Consid-284

ering that we are computing the action of the Hessian on a model perturbation, Hδm,285

the PSF test allows us to estimate the degree of blurring of the induced model pertur-286

bation and to identify trade-offs between parameters.287

Using the PSF test, we perform a resolution analysis at six different locations par-288

allel to the coast. A -2% 3D-Gaussian model perturbation with a radius of 25 km was289

utilized. In Figure 5, the velocity model is perturbed (shear wave velocity, β) at a depth290

of 45 km with respect to the last model obtained from the inversion. The model pertur-291

bations were reasonably well retrieved in Central Mexico, although we observed mod-292

est horizontal smearing at the eastern and western parts of the modeling area. From the293

vertical cross-sections (Figure 6), the model perturbations are reconstructed without much294

bias or smearing in the shallow upper mantle, which supports the resolution of the ob-295

served features in the model, M19. Although there are some small spurious anomalies296

at the location of the perturbation (profiles A-A’ and B-B’), they are not strong enough297

to overshadow the main perturbation.298

Shown in Figures S4 and S5, we performed two additional PSF tests in different299

locations. In Figure S4, the model perturbation is localized beneath Oaxaca, at a depth300

of 50 km. The shear wave velocity perturbation is well located and reconstructed, although301

it exhibits reasonable horizontal and vertical smearing. The second PSF test (Figure S5)302

is beneath Veracruz at a depth of 50 km. Even though there are many small spurious303

perturbations, the main 3D-Gaussian perturbation in the compressional wave velocity304

is reconstructed correctly. Based on the PSF analysis (Figures 5-6 and Figures S4-S5),305

we conclude that the anomalies observed in our inverted model are robust, and the trade-306

offs between wave velocities (α and β) are fairly weak.307

Finally, following Zhu et al. (2015); Luo et al. (2013) we used an approximation308

of the Hessian diagonal to compute the ray coverage in the region of study. To compute309

the ray coverage map at different depths, we followed the same procedure utilized to ob-310

tain the gradient of the misfit function but replacing the traveltime measurement weight311

for each adjoin source (i.e., using a unit traveltime measurement). The approximation312

of the Hessian diagonal has maximum sensitivity close to the surface and decreases with313

depth. Because the diagonal of the Hessian is an approximation, the ray coverage map314

only helps to evaluate the model sampled areas by the dataset qualitatively. From Fig-315

ure 7, we observe the ray coverage from the upper crust to the shallow upper mantle.316

Low (close to zero) and high values (close to four) indicate poor and good coverage, re-317

spectively.318

4.2 Misfit Analysis319

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, we started the inversion with long periods and then320

we successively increased the period band three times, 10-50 s, 7-50 s, and 5-50 s. In Fig-321

ure 8, we show the evolution of the misfit from the initial 3D Model, M00, to M19 for322

all three inversion stages. The misfit is normalized to 1 for every period band. For the323

first stage, the misfit reduction is about 25%; for the second stage, it is 35%; and for the324

last stage, it is approximately 15%. A representative example of the misfit reduction for325

individual stations is presented in Figure 9, where we compare the fit of the synthetics326

for the initial model, the synthetics for the final model, and the observed data.327
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To assess the quality of the new model, M19, we utilized the waveform difference,328

Fw
i (m),329

Fw
i (m) =

∫
T
wi(t)[d(t) − s(t,m)]2dt[∫

T
wi(t)[d(t)]2dt

∫
T
wi(t)[s(t,m)]2dt

] 1
2

(5)

proposed by Tape et al. (2010). In equation (5), d(t) denotes the observed data,330

s(t,m) the synthetic data, wi(t) the time window, and i the measurement window in-331

dex. The waveform difference allows us to compare waveforms from the initial and fi-332

nal models, which is not possible when the traveltime difference is due to the degree of333

the similarity required (equation 1). Thus, we compute the waveform difference using334

the time windows that were selected from the final model, M19. In Figure 8, we show335

the misfit analysis histogram for the initial and final tomographic models for all three336

period bands (10-50 s, 7-50 s, 5-50 s). We see that the misfit distribution for the final337

model shrinks around Fw
i (m) = 1, reducing the observed misfit tail in the initial model338

distribution from 5 s to 3 s.339

5 Discussion340

5.1 Comparison with previous studies341

The flat subduction in Central Mexico is unique due to its occurrence at a relative342

shallow depth of (∼45 km), in comparison to other flat subduction zones, Chile (∼100343

km), Peru (∼100 km) and Japan (∼60 km) (Gutscher et al., 2000). Although the pe-344

culiar behavior of the subduction in Central Mexico is not well understood, there are sev-345

eral hypotheses that seek to explain the slab’s geometry. Song et al. (2009); Kim et al.346

(2010) suggested the presence of an ultra-slow velocity layer (USL) on top of the Cocos347

slab that explain the decoupling of the flat slab from the overriding plate, which may348

be responsible for the flat subduction. The origin of the USL is not known but it may349

be related either to fluid-saturated oceanic slab (Song et al., 2009) or hydrous minerals350

(Manea et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2012).351

In the B-B’ profile (Figure 10), we observed a high-velocity perturbation in the shear352

and compressional wave velocity. This anomaly is identified as the Cocos slab, diving353

horizontally perpendicular to the trench. The subduction geometry observed in our re-354

sults correlates to previous studies (Pérez-Campos et al., 2008). On top of the slab, we355

identified a low-velocity perturbation that may be related to dehydration of the oceanic356

crust (Manea et al., 2013). This low-velocity structure is associated with the region of357

high conductivity found by Jödicke et al. (2006). In our results, we did not resolve the358

USL due to the low vertical resolution. Instead, we may observe a smeared version mapped359

in the slow velocity anomaly atop of the slab. This assumption is possible because some360

of the fluids released by the slab may accumulate and then partially infiltrate the lower361

crust (Ferrari et al., 2012).362

In Southern Mexico near the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (Figure 11, F-F’ profile), we363

observed a slow compressional velocity anomaly located under the Veracruz Basin (VB)364

near the LTVF, which has an extension of ∼ 150 km and reaches a depth of 50 km. Chen365

and Clayton (2012) found a similar structure that correlates in location and extension366

with our study. On the other hand, Jödicke et al. (2006) found a high conductivity zone367

that is also beneath the VB that may be associated with the low-velocity anomaly iden-368

tified in our study. The origin of the anomaly may be connected to the VB in the up-369

per crust (Chen & Clayton, 2009). However, we observed a smeared version of the anomaly370

covering the upper and lower crust due to the lack of vertical resolution.371

For the same vertical profile, we identified two high-velocity structures, one the Co-372

cos slab, subducting northeast with a dip angle of ∼30◦. At a depth of ∼ 100 km, the373
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Cocos slab is truncated by the other observed high-velocity structure, which subducts374

southwest from the Gulf of Mexico. This unusual high-velocity structure beneath LTVF375

was also found in previous tomographic and receiver function studies (Chen & Clayton,376

2012; Kim et al., 2011). The origin of this high-velocity structure close to the Golf of Mex-377

ico may be related to the Yucatan slab, which was caused by the collision between Mex-378

ico and the Yucatan Block during the Miocene (Kim et al., 2011). The presence of the379

high-velocity anomaly in the upper crust may explain the absence of the partial melt-380

ing zone beneath the volcanic field (Chen & Clayton, 2009). One alternative interpre-381

tation for this high-velocity structure is the relatively shallow Moho (∼30 km) observed382

in the area (Castellanos et al., 2018; Melgar & Pérez-Campos, 2011).383

From the absolute velocity models (Figures 10 and 11), we estimated the depth of384

the Moho in Central and Southern Mexico. In Central Mexico (B-B’ profile), the depth385

of the Moho reaches ∼45 km in the back-arc and ∼50 km below the TMVB. Conversely,386

in Southern Mexico, we estimated that the Moho is shallow, ∼45 km near to the coast,387

∼40 km beneath the Veracruz Basin, and ∼30 km under LTVF. The depths of Moho in-388

ferred from our models are consistent with previous studies on the area (Castellanos et389

al., 2018; Esṕındola et al., 2017; Melgar & Pérez-Campos, 2011).390

5.2 Lateral slow-velocity features391

In Figure 4, our last model shows critical features that may be related to the lo-392

cation of the USL and the dehydration zone of the Cocos slab. We observed two specific393

low-velocity regions that appear in both the shear and compressional wave velocities (A1,394

A3, V1 and V2), located at the shallow upper mantle (45 km). These anomalies corre-395

late with the locations of TT and SSE activity, inferred from previous studies (Graham396

et al., 2015; Radiguet et al., 2012; Brudzinski et al., 2010; Payero et al., 2008). Further-397

more, at the same depth, the α/β ratio is high in the same location of the observed V1398

and V2 anomalies (Figure 4, yellow rectangles). These structures have also been iden-399

tified by Jödicke et al. (2006), who located high conductivity zones, suggesting the pres-400

ence of fluids in these regions.401

From the same figure, in the lower crust (35 km depth), a large low-velocity struc-402

ture is observed (A), which extends along the strike in the subduction zone. We suggest403

that this structure may be related to the identified anomalies in the upper mantle (A1,404

A2, A3). On the contrary, in the shear wave velocity perturbations, we see larger anoma-405

lies (V1 and V2) separated by a faster anomaly (S1) that may be associated with change406

in the slab dip (Hayes et al., 2018; Dougherty & Clayton, 2014; Pardo & Suárez, 1995).407

At the same location (anomaly S1), the α/β ratio is low, suggesting the absence of flu-408

ids in this region opposite to what has been observed by Dougherty and Clayton (2014)409

(USL region). This difference may be related to the low vertical resolution of this study,410

which does not detect the USL zone. An alternative interpretation is that the fluids that411

are associated with the USL are trapped in the interface. This hypothesis is also sup-412

ported by Husker et al. (2018), who found a gabbroic lower crust that acts as a seal, trap-413

ping the fluids from the subduction zone within the slab.414

To observe with more clarity where the low-velocity anomalies are located over the415

Cocos Plate, we projected the velocity variations along the geometry of the subducted416

slab from the 3D velocity perturbation models. The 3D slab geometry was obtained from417

Slab2 (Hayes et al., 2018).418

In Figure 12, the low-velocity and high α/β ratio anomalies related to slow earth-419

quakes (SSEs, TTs) lie in the sub-horizontal section of the subduction (V1) and in South-420

ern Mexico near Oaxaca (V2). The values obtained from the α/β ratio close to the in-421

terface are similar in magnitude as those found in Japan where slow earthquakes were422

observed (α/β > 1.8) (Shelly et al., 2006). With the tomographic results, specifically423

the α/β ratio, it is not possible to determine if the two regions where slow earthquakes424
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occur are connected as the observed anomaly suggests (Figure 4, labeled A). A possi-425

ble interpretation of the presence of the large low-velocity perturbation parallel to the426

MAT (labeled A) is a combination of increased pore fluid pressure and temperature. Vanorio427

et al. (2005) found that the compressional velocity, α, depends more on variations in pres-428

sure and temperature than shear velocity, β, when a rock is fluid saturated. The evidence429

of high conductivity regions ∼200 km away from the trench suggest the presence of flu-430

ids, which increase the pore pressure (Jödicke et al., 2006). Therefore, as suggested by431

Huesca-Pérez and Husker (2012), the increase in pressure and temperature with distance432

from the coast explains why the compressional velocity, α, decreases with distance from433

the coast. An alternative interpretation is that anomalies V1 and V2 may be related,434

forming a wider anomaly. This interpretation implies that we could observe slow earth-435

quakes over a wider area. The same hypothesis has also been proposed by Maury et al.436

(2018), who found that slow earthquakes in Guerrero and Oaxaca have similar behav-437

ior (tremor duration, focal mechanism and SSEs magnitudes), and the origin of slow earth-438

quakes gap between Guerrero and Oaxaca is associated with the lack of stations in this439

region.440

From Figure 4 and Figure 12, we observed that anomalies V1 and V2 are located441

at the along-strike transitions from flat to normal subduction. Dougherty and Clayton442

(2014); Dougherty et al. (2012) propose that the slab tends to tear along the sharp tran-443

sitions in slab dip. Alternatively, Fasola et al. (2016) suggest that the transition from444

flat to steeper subduction in Oaxaca is associated with a sharp flexure of the slab. Our445

study results further indicate a variation in the velocity structure and α/β ratio around446

those locations that tries to accommodate the transitions in the slab dip.447

In Figure 4, we also identified another significant anomaly (labeled T1), which is448

a low-velocity anomaly that is continuous throughout the model and lies beneath the TVMB.449

Although α/β ratio generally depends on complex relationships of pressure and temper-450

ature conditions as well as rock physical (such as matrix composition, fluid saturation,451

degree of consolidation, differential pressure, porosity, and many other factors such as452

pore geometry) and chemical properties (mineral composition), in the particular context453

of volcanic region T1, the increase of α/β ratio can be associated to high temperature454

and melting below the TVMB (Figure 4, red rectangle). We found this high α/β ratio455

area as a piece of supporting evidence to the hypothesis proposed by Ferrari et al. (2012),456

which suggests that this region is associated with a partial melting zone beneath the vol-457

canic field, a theory that is also supported by Chen and Clayton (2012), who found a458

high seismic attenuation anomaly below the TVMB. This well-defined low shear wave459

velocity and density region, labeled as T1, located just below the active back-arc zone460

of the TVMB, also contributes to the isostatic balance of the area.461

6 Conclusions462

We assimilated the frequency-dependent traveltime differences between observed463

and synthetic seismograms in a fully 3D model of Central and Southern Mexico that con-464

strained crustal and upper mantle structures jointly. Our seismic wave velocity model465

exhibits anomalies that were found in previous regional and local studies. We also iden-466

tified new seismic velocity structures that increase understanding of the Mexican sub-467

duction zone’s complexity. Along the 2D vertical profile, the tomographic model iden-468

tifies a high-velocity structure associated with the Yucatan slab, suggesting the absence469

of partial melting beneath the volcanic field below the LTVF. Moreover, the results show470

two important features observed in the lower crust (V1 and V2). These low-velocity and471

high α/β ratio anomalies may be correlated with ultra-slow seismic velocity zones and472

high conductivity regions, where slow earthquakes have been identified. Although our473

model helps to increase understanding of the crustal and upper-mantle structures be-474

low Central and Southern Mexico, we note that we cannot determine if the slow veloc-475
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ity anomalies (A1, A2, A3, V1, and V2) are related to either USL or the high hydrated476

slab (high conductivity regions).477
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Figure 3. Vertical cross-sections of relative wave velocity perturbations. (Top) Location of

the vertical cross-sections. (Bottom left) Relative perturbations in compressional wave velocity,

δln(α). (Bottom center) Relative perturbations in shear wave velocity, δln(β). (Bottom right)

Relative perturbation of the δln(α/β) ratio. The black dashed lines show the depth to the top of

the subducted slab (Hayes et al., 2018). The yellow regions show the locations of tectonic tremors

(TT) that have been found in previous studies (Husker et al., 2019; Brudzinski et al., 2010). The

green squares indicate the slow slip event (SSE) regions (Song et al., 2009).
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Figure 4. Map view of relative wave velocity perturbations at different depths. (Left) Rel-

ative perturbations in compressional wave velocity, δln(α). (Middle) Relative perturbations in

shear wave velocity, δln(β). (Right) Relative perturbation of the δln(α/β) ratio. Depths are

shown in the right top corner. The black dashed contours indicate the depth to the top of the

subducted slab.
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Figure 5. Resolution analysis computed from the last model obtained in the inversion. (Left)

3D-Gaussian model perturbations (shear wave velocity, β) at a depth of 45 km. (Right) Point

spread function (PSF) reconstruction.
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Figure 6. Resolution analysis: (Left) Vertical cross-sections of the 3D-Gaussian model per-

turbation (shear wave velocity, β), (Right) Vertical cross-sections of the point spread function

reconstruction.
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Figure 7. Approximate Hessian computed from the final model at different depths. Depths

are shown in the right top corner. These maps may be used to quantify the ray coverage; low and

high values depict areas with poor and good coverage, respectively.
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Figure 8. (Top) Evolution of the normalized phase misfit during the inversion. (Bottom)

Waveform misfit analysis, Fw
i (m), of the initial and final tomographic models at different period

bands.
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Figure 9. (Top) Map showing the distribution of stations used to compare the overall fit

between synthetic and observed data. (Bottom) Comparison between synthetic from the initial

model (blue dashed line), from the final model, M19 (red continuous), and the observed data

(black) for an event (Mw=4.8) in northwest Guerrero that occurred on 11 August 2006 (cyan

dot).
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Figure 10. Vertical cross-sections. Left: (Top) absolute compressional velocity model, (Bot-

tom) relative compressional wave perturbations. Right: (Top) absolute shear velocity model,

(Bottom) relative shear wave velocity perturbations. Distribution of seismicity (black and white

dots) projected for every section from the SSN catalog for 2010-2019. Black and white dashed

lines indicate depth to the top of the subducted slab. Yellow dashed lines show the depth of the

Moho as indicated by our study.

Figure 11. Vertical cross-sections. Left: (Top) absolute compressional velocity model, (Bot-

tom) relative compressional wave perturbations. Right: (Top) absolute shear velocity model,

(Bottom) relative shear wave velocity perturbations
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Figure 12. 3D relative velocity perturbations along the top of the slab’s surface. (Top) Rela-

tive compressional velocity perturbations, δln(α). (Middle) Relative shear velocity perturbations,

δln(β). (Bottom) Relative perturbation of the δln(α/β) ratio.
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